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Medical Negligence - The

plaintiff alleged he underwent an

unnecessary pacemaker surgery –

beyond a simple medical error, the

plaintiff alleged a conspiracy and

joint venture by the hospital and

local cardiologists to perform

unnecessary procedures – while the

hospital denied it all and

developed proof the pacemaker

was medically necessary, a London,

KY jury found for the plaintiff and

imposed $20,000,000 in punitive

damages

Wells v. St. Joseph London et al, 12-90

Plaintiff: Hans G. Poppe, Poppe Law 

Firm, Louisville, Gary Hudson,

London and J. Thomas Rhodes, The

Rhodes Firm, San Antonio, TX

Defense: B. Todd Thompson, 

Bradley R. Hume and Lon S. Hayes

Thompson Miller & Simpson,

Louisville

Verdict: $21,274,785 for plaintiff

Court: Laurel, J. Lay,

8-10-16

    Kelly Wells, age 39 and a milk

truck driver, treated in 2010 with Dr.

Anis Chalhoub, a cardiologist at St.

Joseph London following a single

fainting episode. St. Joseph’s

London is owned by Catholic Health

Initiatives of Denver, Colorado

which also operates St. Joseph

Health System. These parties in this

report will be referred to as the

hospital defendants.

    Chalhoub recommended that Wells

have a pacemaker installed and

advised that if a pacemaker was not

installed, Wells was at risk of death.

Wells agreed and the procedure was

performed on 9-22-10. Chalhoub also

told Wells he had an artery that was

60% blocked and that it may require a

future stent if it worsened.

    The next summer Chalhoub made a

further recommendation to Wells that

he have a stent placed. Wells became

suspicious (he wasn’t the only

Chalhoub patient with the same

thought) and he consulted with other

doctors. 

    The news from his new doctors was

alarming. He didn’t need the

pacemaker in the first place. However

because the pacemaker had grown

into his heart and removal involved

the risk of infection or death, Wells

was advised to leave it in place. A

pacemaker cannot be “turned off” and

it now at its lowest setting in Wells’

heart and provides no medical benefit.

Additionally, Wells was told the

“blockage” was only 10%, not the 60%

to 80% he had been told by Chalhoub,

and it required no medical treatment

of any kind.

    This case would begin with the

simple notion that Chalhoub

committed medical error in

performing an unnecessary surgery in

installing the pacemaker. However it

would grow to allege a much larger

and sinister scheme.

    It was the plaintiff’s proof that the

hospital defendants entered a joint

venture agreement with London

cardiologists (including Chalhoub)

from 2008 to 2011. A complex

arrangement was developed

whereby the doctors were paid on a

tiered system based on how many

procedures they performed. Once

the doctors hit certain volume

benchmarks, they were paid even

more. 

    As the system was set up, there

was no oversight beyond the doctors

themselves. The plaintiff would call

it akin to the “fox guarding the

henhouse.” A hospital

administration expert for Wells, Fred

Hyde, Ridgefield, CT, called this

arrangement reckless.

    Thus a system was put in place

that permitted and incentivized local

cardiologists to perform unnecessary

procedures. The joint venture lasted

from 2008 to 2011 and in this time

the hospital defendants saw a

dramatic increase in cardiology

services and revenue. Several

cardiologists were earning more than

$1,000,000 a year. A federal

investigation was conducted (based

on an anonymous complaint) and

ultimately the hospital defendants

settled a qui tam action against it for

$16,500,000 regarding the improper

relationship with doctors.. Another

local cardiologist (Sandesh Patel)

pled guilty to Medicare fraud and

went to federal prison. Chalhoub has

recently been indicted and charges

are pending against him for multiple

counts of Medicare fraud.

    Besides the claims by Wells, some

300-plus lawsuits were filed against

the cardiologists and the hospital.

Two have already come to trial and

resulted in defense verdicts. Marshall

v. St. Joseph London (No. 5284 against 
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Jefferson County

Premises Liability - The plaintiff was injured when light-

weight acoustical tiles fell from the ceiling in her

apartment – originally the trial court granted summary

judgment for the landlord and concluded the tiles were

within the control of the tenant – the tenant’s theory was

that the tiles collapsed because of a roof defect

(controlled by the landlord) and the Court of Appeals

reversed – returning to trial on the “roof” theory, a

defense verdict was returned - Defense verdict p. 3

Products Liability - The estate of a retired LGE engineer

linked his asbestos death the installation in the 1960's of

large turbines and boilers at LGE power plants – while

the engineer only supervised the process, he was

regularly on site and was exposed to asbestos dust – his

estate also sued an engineering firm that had designed

the powerhouse - Defense verdict p. 5

Auto Negligence - The plaintiff complained of a mild

brain injury and chronic pain after a moderate red light

collision – a Louisville jury valued her pain and suffering

at $5,000 - $31,111 p. 7

Sexual Harassment - An employee in the motor vehicle

division of the clerk’s office alleged she was sexually

harassed by a subordinate and that when she complained

to the clerk, she was targeted for termination - 

Defense verdict p. 8

Laurel County

Medical Negligence - The plaintiff alleged he underwent

an unnecessary pacemaker surgery – beyond a simple

medical error, the plaintiff alleged a conspiracy and joint

venture by the hospital and local cardiologists to

perform unnecessary procedures  - $21,274,785 p. 1 

Fayette County

Medical Negligence - The plaintiff died of complications

after a surgeon placed a feeding tube in her colon rather

than her stomach – the doctor called it a complication -

Defense verdict p. 4

Hardin County

Medical Negligence - The plaintiff’s knee was surgically

set with hardware and a bone-filler (Norian brand) after

a knee fracture – at a second surgery three months later

to remove the hardware, the orthopedist was blamed for

not removing the Norian which led to infection

complications - Defense verdict p. 6

Adair County

Medical Negligence - A diabetic with a foot infection

blamed his orthopedist for failing to make a timely

referral to a wound care specialist, the diabetic ultimately

losing several toes – the doctor defended that his care was

appropriate, the poor result being a function of the

underlying condition - Defense verdict p. 8

McCracken County

Medical Negligence - A family practice physician was

blamed for misdiagnosing the plaintiff’s arm pain as an

apparent healing fracture – in fact the source of the pain

was an aggressive cancer in the bone of his arm, it being

diagnosed some five months later when the plaintiff

returned – by that time the cancer had spread and despite

aggressive intervention, the plaintiff died a year later -

Defense verdict p. 9

Kenton County

Will Contest -  An attorney, whose father was

romantically involved with an elderly woman, was

blamed for exercising undue influence upon the elderly

woman such that she named the attorney as the recipient

of her Kentucky retirement benefits - 

Directed verdict p. 10

Boyle County

Medical Negligence - The plaintiff developed a

granuloma secondary to the placement of spinal pain

pump that impinged his spine and ultimately led to

partial paralysis and the loss of lower extremity function

– the plaintiff blamed his pain management doctor for

failing to appreciate the escalating granuloma crisis – the

doctor defended that he properly installed and monitored

the pain pump - Defense verdict p. 10
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